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Abstract: This paper we proposed advanced methods of USB security software
using file system recomposition and unassigned arbitary disk area. It provides
data confidentiality of the USB storage device in the Windows OS using forced
disk partition division by offering the real time data password in secure area.
The confidentiality is also served by using user login verification and saving
encoded the hash value at the unassigned arbiraty disk partition.
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1 Introduction
USB memory has simple internals and no mechanical working so it fails less than
storage devices like hard disk. On the other hand there are some problems like
unrecognized partition from unusual seperation when in use and data loss and damage
by viral infection.
Nevertheless USB memory is generalized as a portable storage device by virtue of
its convenience and mass storage. Loss and theft can cause personal information leaks
and there are many plans for these accidents.
The recent USB secure system causes security problems like encoding method,
storage of the key and indirect user verification and gets user hostile according to
encryption time and key management. Therefore research for more convenient and
safer portable storage device security become emphasized the need.
This paper proposes the USB memory security using file system recomposition at
the unassigned arbirary disk partition.

2 USB Security Requirements
USB security system offers security function into stages by the purpose and used
place, that should be designed for usability and efficiency. Basically security solution
for portable storage device should fulfill these requirements as following
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Access control: In the USB memory secure area all actions like reading and
modifying data should be controlled establishing lines of authority about them in
order to block in advance unapproved attempts to approach.
Verification: Only verified user should be approached to the secure area in USB
memory secure area, and indirect user verification not be possible.
Confidentiality: Data of USB storage should be checked only by the right object and
not by hackers.
Efficiency: Service should be easy, and quality be cost-efficient.

3 Secure USB Generating and Configuration of Encryption
Environment
Fig.1 shows Non Secure Volume Size Difime, Cipher Algorithm Method (Choose
Cipher Algorithm(ARIA, AES256, Blowfish) and Cipher Rate (Minimum, 25%, 50%,
100%)), Secure USB Volume Labeling and initialize User Login Password.
The reconstructed file system structure used in secure USB is presented in Fig.3 as
FAT32 VBR, and it’s used through secure USB Driver. By using reconstructed file
system structure, data cannot be accessed properly through existing file system
structure. If an unverified user wants to access to the file system in secure area, he
should analyze the reconstructed file system structure first and then access is possible.
That’s the additional access control to the USB Storage.

Fig. 1. Secure USB Partitioning Configuration

3.1 Secure USB Storage Processing mechanism
USB storage processing mechanism for user verification and data encoding through
Logical disk volume partitioning and file system reconstructing as shown in Fig.5 is
composed of the stage creating the key and hash code for user verification and data
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encoding and saving at unused space, the stage for user verification, and the stage
data coding and encoding by the verified user.
Level 1. Creation process of the message and the key for user verification and data
coding.
(1) Create the hash code for user password verification and the 32 byte random key
(K) for data encoding.
(2) Create 32 Byte Random Message (M) for Hash function.
(9) Insert the initial user password.
(3) Create hash code (hc1) using hash function from M and PWu of (2) and (9).
(4) Create hash code (hc1) using 32 byte message digest.
(5) Encrypt K from (1) and hc1 from (4) by encoding algorthm.
(6) Save Ehc1[K] from (5) and M from (2) to the unused space.
Through this process by saving Ehc1[K] created from hash code and key
encryption and the message used for hash function to unused space, key for
encryption and user password aren’t exposed to the unverified user directly.
In the second stage the any 32 byte text of (7) is saved at the encrypted Ek[T]
Unused space of (8) using created key of (1), and in the user verification request the
user verification is performed by checking the coincidence of Text String (T).
The third stage is the user verification process when a user wants to access to the
secure USB Storage, and it is as in the following.
(9)’ Insert the user password (PW1)
(10) Create the 32 byte message digest from inserted user password (PW1) and M
saved
in (6) by using hash function used in (3).
(11) Create Hash Code (hc2) using 32 byte message digest.
(12) Read Ehc1[K] created in (5) from (6) and decode to Hash Code (hc2) created
in (11)
and then create KD.
(13) If user password inserted in (9)’ and the one set in (9) are the same, K from
(1) and
KD would be the same.
(14) Ek[T] created in (5) and saved in (6) is decoded to KD created in (13) and
create (15)
TD.
(16) If T of (7) and TD of (15) are the same, verify the valid user.
(17) The user verified in (16) uses KD created in (13), and data coding-decoding is
performed in real time.
Provided is the secure area which can offer the safe user verification method
blocking indirect user verification from memory dump attack and unusal seperation,
the compatibility and the safety.
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4.4 Execution Mount of Secure USB Storage

Fig. 2. Secure USB Storage Mount

In the case after secure USB runs a user doesn’t login the non secure area is
mounted as in the Fig.6(a), and the case the secure area is mounted after login through
the secure USB S/W is shown in Fig 6(b).
Partitioning cannot be performed by Windows general function, therefore secure
volume guarantees the safety and even after format the secure volume remains safely.

Fig. 3. Secure USB Storage at Disk Manager.

Even when mounted secure area is recognized as disk volume, it’s still shown as
not allocated area to the disk administrator. Also the area shown as not allocated
includes unused space for saving the key, though internally the secure area and
unused space are separated as shown in Fig.7.
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5 Conclusion
The secure USB this paper proposed using Logical Volume Partition makes secure
and non- secure area possible to be used in one USB. In non-secure area the Window
File I/O Driver makes user access, and in secure area recomposing the file system
structure the access is possible by user verification and encoding-decoding process
through the secure USB Driver.
Disk volume of secure area gets mounted by active user demand, and thereby
firstly visible access control is performed. Also the file system structure in secure area
recomposes the structure Windows offers, and the structure about the volume in
secure area which will be mounted in Windows hooks disk I/O messege and gets
mounted actively, that is secondary user access control.
Data confidentiality is served by real time data code about secure area.
By encoding at the unassigned arbitary area in order to save hash code used in user
verification the security problems like missed key caused by Boot Record damage
and leaked key by memory dump can be solved.
This paper develops the security solution research for movable storage device
when loss and theft of USB memory lest personal information is disclosed by
malicious third party, and utilizes the structure and characteristic of file system for the
safe user verification and offer of secure area.
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